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Jean Paul Gaultier is one of the few contemporary designers who haven't receive special education,
when was young Gaultier sent out his sketches in leading fashion houses of Paris, and at 18 was
hired by the fashion house of Pierre Cardin. In 1976, he first created his own collection, and in 1981
developed a proprietary provocative style that brought him recognition.

Jean Paul Gaultier is a shocking fashion designer, inspired by what he saw on the streets of the
Parisian suburbs, Gauthier became famous as the "enfant terrible" of high fashion. He wore a vest
and kilt, he dressed male models in women's clothes, made preference for models with shocking
piercings. In 1993 he opened his own perfume line.

In 2003, Gauthier was appointed as creative director of the prestigious Parisian fashion and
perfume house HermÃ¨s. In May 2010, Jean-Paul Gaultier left HermÃ¨s after seven years. In July
21, 2010, Jean-Paul Gaultier has been named as president of his own fashion house and the
company named Jean Paul Gaultier SA.

Jean-Paul Gaultier grew up among women and because it he has strong love for a woman. In his
perfume works he admires, praises and glorifies them. Classique fragrance created by a fashion
designer was inspired by a woman, who always remained him the eternal feminine ideal - his
grandmother. A fragrance that promises pleasure...' Bold and sweet, awakes your feelings. And not
only yours â€“ imagine that people can recognize you even with their eyes closed. At the beginning its
name was JPGaultier Eau de Parfum and it was produced as eau de parfum. Now, it is called
Classique and comes both as eau de perfume and eau de toilette. Spicy, fresh aroma of Classique
perfume, will make you feel unique and unforgettable, now you know even with closed eyes - subtle
scent of magic spirits, and aroma of sweet rose will awaken the senses. Today you are Queen!

Introduced by Jean Paul Gaultier in 1993 "Classique" for women is a sharp-oriental-floral fragrance.
Top notes are created from sweetness of orange blossom, mandarin, anise, pear and rose, heart
notes created from: exciting ginger, orchid and ylang-ylang; base notes are vanilla, musk and
sensual amber gently embrace in the base and made a powerful aphrodisiac.
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